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All Leica cameras have one thing in common: they are designed with 
a passion for creating best-in-class performance and picture quality. 
Leica compact cameras are no exception. Despite their distinctive 
style and diminutive size, their exceptional quality is revealed in 
extremely high-precision optical systems, simple and intuitive han-
dling, and clarity of design. They deliver high performance, versatil-
ity, and flexibility – thanks to automatic modes and manual setting 
options. In short these elegant compacts from Leica are multital-
ented all-rounders that make photography a joy for beginners and 
experienced photographers alike.

01 LeIcA D-LUX 6

The D-Lux family stands for maximized Leica quality in a compact 
form. With its ultrafast lens, the Leica D-Lux 6 sets another mile-
stone in the compact camera class. With a zoom range of 24 to 
90 mm (35 mm equivalent) – ideal for wide-angle reportage photog-
raphy – a broad spectrum of creative imaging options, and full-HD 
video capability, this remarkable camera offers numerous oppor-
tunities for transforming creative ideas into unique images. An ex-
tensive range of accessories expands its capabilities and transforms 
it into a camera with a system character despite its small size.

02 LeIcA V-LUX 4

The Leica V-Lux 4 is the perfect compact camera for travelers, com-
bining great performance and enormous versatility with a handy, 
compact size. Its fast f/2.8 constant aperture super-telephoto zoom 
lens with an exceptional range of focal lengths equivalent to 25 to 
600 mm is ideal for close-up photography and long-distance shots, 
even in difficult lighting conditions. Additional features like full-HD 
video capability and an extremely fast continuous shooting mode 
make the versatile V-Lux 4 the ideal camera for exploring new di-
mensions and capturing the most exquisite detail. 

03 LeIcA c

A stylish design outside and serious tech inside – the Leica c is a 
fascinating camera in more ways than one. In an elegant light gold 
or a richly refined dark red lacquer finish, the extremely compact 
Leica c is an eye-catcher in every respect. Thanks to an comprehen-
sive range of high-end features, the Leica c is suitable for almost 
any photographic occasion and delivers sparkling pictures of ex-
ceptional quality. Plus, it is the first Leica to feature an integrated 
Wi-Fi module for the wireless transfer of still picture and video data 
to a smartphone or tablet Pc. The Leica c is irresistible, but it be-
comes an absolute must with its range of extraordinary accessories. 

 Leica COMPACT CAMERAS
 choose the right one for your shooting style.
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aN exTReMeLY FaST LeNS

BRiLLiaNT PicTuRe QuaLiTY

cLaSSic DeSiGN

FuLL- HD ViDeO 

cReaTiVe FReeDOM

exTeNSiVe RaNGe OF acceSSORieS

Find even more inspiration at www.d-lux6.leica-camera.com

Full-size view, available in black and glossy black/silver. Full-size view.

 Leica D - LUX 6
inspired by the moment.

The ability to capture a fleeting moment at the very instant of its inspiration so you can relive it at any time in all 
its glory, is an enormous challenge for any camera. Yet this challenge is not only met, but exceeded by every single 
Leica. certainly the Leica D-Lux 6 is no exception. it reflects the absolute maximum of Leica quality in a compact 
camera form factor. its elegant design, excellent optics and versatile picture composition options make it the per-
fect camera for recording life in all its facets in richly detailed and natural pictures – and in the brilliant imaging 
quality so typical of Leica. This is made possible by its Leica Dc Vario-Summilux 4.7–17 .7 mm f/1.4–2.3 aSPH. 
zoom lens that, thanks to its outstanding speed, makes the D-Lux 6 particularly suitable for available-light photo-
graphy and crea tive use of limited depth of field for striking pictorial effects. its manual setting options and exten-
sive range of accessories open up even broader horizons of creative expression.
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 Leica D - LUX 6
 The freedom to play with light.

Full-size view, available in black and glossy black/silver. Full-size view.

AN EXTREMELY FAST LENS
for available-light photo gra-
phy, and more

With a spectacularly fast aperture throughout its entire zoom range of 24 to 90 mm (35 mm equiv-
alent), the Leica Dc Vario-Summilux 4.7–17.7 mm f/1.4–2.3 aSPH. sets a new milestone in the 
compact camera class. it’s maximum aperture of f/1.4 makes it possible to capture perfect pic-
tures even in low light. and this makes the D-Lux 6 an outstanding camera for available-light pho-
tography. its excellent speed also offers wonderful options for artistic experimentation with dif-
ferent planes of sharpness. The zoom lens offers many more creative opportunities for photographic 
styles ranging from portraits, landscapes, and architecture to macro photography and the classic 
Leica specialties of wide-angle photojournalism or street photography.

BRILLIANT PICTURE  
QUALITY in a commendably 
compact form factor

The D-Lux 6 combines the performance of an extremely fast lens with a 1.7" cMOS sensor that is 
particularly large for its class. This combination delivers absolutely brilliant pictures with outstand-
ing contrast, the finest detail resolution, and vibrant natural color rendition – even in low ambient 
light or the twilight hours. indeed, even at the highest iSO settings  it can capture pictures that are 
characterized by extremely low levels of noise. images can also be captured and reviewed in a 
choice of four formats, 4:3, 3:2, 16:9, and 1:1, and the 3" LcD monitor screen with a resolution of 
920,000 pixels ensures crisp, detailed viewing quality in even bright sunshine.

CLASSIC DESIGN high 
class meets practicality 

Just like its predecessors, the Leica D-Lux 6 combines classical elegance with materials of the 
highest quality. it’s finished completely in black, with only a few chromed elements as discreet 
counterpoints to refine the clarity of its design. it is clear at first sight that this is a true Leica. How-
ever, its premium-quality character is not defined solely by its clear lines and well-thought-out 
design. its silky-smooth black exterior clothes a rugged and compact metal body that guarantees 
robustness, durability and provides perfect protection for the camera’s precious inner components.

FULL- HD VIDEO complete 
with professional image pro-
cessing software 

Full-HD video recording capability makes the D-Lux 6 the ideal companion for people on the move. 
its perfect rendition of even fast-moving subjects and outstanding resolution of fine detail is par-
ticularly impressive when recording in aVcHD format at 1920 × 1080 pixels and 60 full frames per 
second. Video recordings can also be saved in MP4 format and uploaded for use in social media 
or on mobile devices. The camera comes with the professional still picture and video processing 
software adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom®. This ideal universal solution offers more creative free-
dom for image manipulation because it optimally “develops” the RaW image files from the cMOS 
sensor of the D-Lux 6 in the best possible quality.
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CREATIVE FREEDOM 
thanks to manual and  
automatic control 

The Leica D-Lux 6 is also distinguished by its especially intuitive handling, a concept enhanced by 
its clearly laid out functions and controls. a click-wheel lets users quickly and easily select the 
distance, shutter speed, and exposure compensations. The ability to set the aperture on the lens 
now provides even more direct control. another useful creative aid is a second dial on the back 
of the camera that allows manual focusing and the addition of an ND filter, for example to allow 
slower shutter speeds for intentional motion blur even in very bright light. its sophisticated snap-
shot mode and intelligent program ae are ideal aids even for less experienced photographers who 
want to capture spontaneous moments. The camera’s optical image stabilizer prevents camera 
shake from causing unwanted image blur, especially useful when shooting handheld, in failing 
light, or indoors.

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF  
ACCESSORIES camera  
extras with a real system 
character 

To expand its photographic capabilities, Leica offers an extensive range of accessories for the 
D-Lux 6. The high-resolution 1.4-megapixel electronic accessory viewfinder, the perfectly matched 
cF 22 accessory flash unit, a practical handgrip, and other useful accessories transform the Leica 
D-Lux 6 into a camera with a genuine system character. The reward: better performance, more 
creative freedom, and an even greater joy of photography.

The accessories can be found in this catalog from page 24 onwards.



The Leica V-Lux 4 is so versatile that it simply takes every situation in its stride. its fast constant-aperture f/2.8 lens 
enables sharp exposures with perfect resolution of even the finest details throughout the entire zoom range of 25 to 
600 mm (35 mm equivalent), even in poor light. at the same time, the rotate-and-tilt function of its 3" LcD monitor 
ensures perfect control of every photographic situation – even for shots captured from unusual angles, such as bird's-
eye views, over crowds, or close to the ground. Thanks to its electronic viewfinder, photographers always have an 
ideal view of their subjects in even the brightest light. The V-Lux 4 also features an incredibly fast continuous shoot-
ing mode with a burst rate up to 12 frames per second. The V-Lux 4 captures moving pictures in full-HD video at up 
to 60 fps. Leica V-Lux 4 – the versatile, compact, high-performance choice for sophisticated shooters on the go.

 Leica V - LUX 4
Perfect for every moment.

Full-size view. Full-size view.

exTReMe ZOOM RaNGe

exceLLeNT PicTuRe QuaLiTY

SeNSaTiONaLLY FaST

HiGH-ReSOLuTiON VieWFiNDeR

FuLL- HD ViDeO 

SuPeRB HaNDLiNG 

Discover more at www.v-lux4.leica-camera.com
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 Leica V - LUX 4
Because special moments are never planned.

Not illustrated at full size. Full-size view.

EXTREME ZOOM RANGE 
capture the world without 
changing lenses

Featuring a high-performance 24 × super-telephoto zoom lens, the Leica V-Lux 4 offers the enor-
mous range of focal lengths from 25 to 600 mm (35 mm equivalent). This makes it the ideal camera 
for literally any photographic situation – from wide-angle and macro close-ups to standard and 
telephoto photography. The V-Lux 4 is therefore the perfect travel companion, as there is no need 
to take along those often heavy and bulky interchangeable lenses or to change lenses in the field. 
Due to its wide, constant maximum aperture of f/2.8 the Leica Dc Vario-elmarit 4.5–108 mm 
f/2.8 aSPH. enables you to capture sharp, richly detailed images even at considerable distances 
and makes the V-Lux 4 a viable alternative to comparable SLR systems with interchangeable lenses.

EXCELLENT PICTURE 
QUALITY even in low light

The 12-megapixel cMOS sensor of the Leica V-Lux 4 guarantees exceptional image quality. The 
camera delivers brilliant pictures in all situations, even in poor light and at iSO settings as high as 
6400. Still pictures and video recordings captured by the Leica V-Lux 4 are characterized by their 
extreme dynamic range, and natural, perfectly saturated colors. it can even capture fast-moving 
subjects in exquisitely sharp, richly detailed pictures. all of these features make the compact 
V-Lux 4 a camera that sets entirely new standards in its class.

SENSATIONALLY FAST  
at the decisive moment 

Speed has the utmost priority for the V-Lux 4. The autofocus system reacts in less than a tenth of 
a second and reliably captures fast-moving subjects. its continuous-framing rate is also impressive: 
the V-Lux 4 delivers consecutive burst shooting at a rate of up to 12 frames per second, even at 
full resolution and, at a reduced resolution of 2.5 megapixels, it can capture images at the fan-
tastic rate of 60 frames per second. users will capture every action and decisive moment, even 
when shooting challenging subjects like sports or wildlife.

HIGH-RESOLUTION VIEW-
FINDER a clear, crisp view 
even in the strongest light

Thanks to the electronic viewfinder of the V-Lux 4, photographers can now perfectly assess image 
framing and exposure settings even in the brightest lighting conditions. The viewfinder has an im-
pressively high resolution of 1.3 megapixels, shows 100 % of the image frame, and displays exactly 
the same exposure information as the camera’s monitor screen. its additional magnifier function 
enables users to zoom in on the details of every exposure. an added benefit for eyeglass wearers 
is the ability to set individual diopter compensation values for optimum viewing sharpness. 
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FULL- HD VIDEO complete 
with professional image pro-
cessing software 

The V-Lux 4 captures full-HD video in aVcHD format at 1920 × 1080 pixels and at 60 full frames per 
second. Thanks to a sensor that makes this high frame rate possible, even fast-moving subjects, 
e. g. sporting events, are captured and reproduced in true-to-life detail. Videos can also be saved 
in MP4 format and uploaded directly to social media or mobile devices without any need for conver-
sion. as convenient and versatile as the camera itself, the adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom® image 
processing software included as part of the package expands the scope for creative expression.

SUPERB HANDLING  
complete control in every 
situation

The comprehensive array of features provided by the Leica V-Lux 4 are contained in a remarkably 
compact, lightweight body. The camera’s integrated handgrip provides a comfortable grip and even 
allows one-handed shooting. at the same time, the multi-axial rotate-and-tilt function of its mon-
itor is an invaluable aid to photography from unusual angles, for instance for shots captured close 
to the ground or bird’s-eye views. Photographers can switch from the monitor to the electronic 
viewfinder at any time at the touch of a button. an intuitive, ergonomic handling concept ensures 
that switching between its automatic and manual setting modes is equally easy and seamless.

Matching accessories for the Leica V-Lux 4 can be found in this catalog from page 24 onwards.
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 Leica C
 capture every instant in style.

Full-size view, available in light gold and dark red. Full-size view.
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cOMPacT aND VeRSaTiLe

SuPeRiOR PicTuReS

eLeGaNT DeSiGN

iNTeGRaTeD Wi-Fi aND NFc

FuLL- HD ViDeO 

STYLiSH aND FuNcTiONaL acceSSORieS

Find out more at www.c.leica-camera.com

The stylish design of the compact Leica c is the first thing that attracts envious looks. This is to be expected as its 
striking color combinations in light gold and dark red make it an exceptionally elegant fashion accessory. a closer 
look reveals that this camera also offers equally impressive features. Thanks to its fast Leica lens and large sensor, 
it delivers pictures with outstanding brilliance throughout the entire zoom range and even in low light. its Wi-Fi ca-
pability makes it easy to transfer pictures directly to a smartphone or a tablet computer. Not surprisingly the Leica c 
accessories are no less stylish and unique. The accessories and camera are perfectly matched to each other and 
come together to create an incomparably fashionable look.



 Leica C
 iconic style plus legendary picture quality.

Full-size view, available in light gold and dark red. Full-size view.

COMPACT AND VERSATILE
perfect for any occasion

The trendy Leica c fits in any pocket or purse – and is the perfect fashion accessory to any outfit. 
it’s a camera that goes wherever you go. Despite its extremely compact form, it features an ex-
cellent zoom lens that makes it perfect for capturing whatever spontaneous situations may arise 
and offers almost unlimited opportunities for creative expression. even in the fading light of the 
twilight hours or at a romantic candlelight dinner, the exceptionally fast lens always captures the 
unique atmosphere of the moment. at the same time, the 7× zoom is equally outstanding for cap-
turing intimate portraits, expansive interiors, and fascinating landscapes. a freely programmable 
focusing ring for personalized settings offers even greater creative freedom.

SUPERIOR PICTURES 
down to the finest details

The Leica c has an unusually large sensor for a pocket-sized camera, and this guarantees wonder-
fully sharp pictures with brilliant, natural colors, and outstanding contrast. in combination with its 
extremely precise optics, the imaging quality it delivers is truly exceptional. Thanks to its extremely 
fast autofocus and burst rate of up to ten frames per second in continuous shooting mode, the 
Leica c captures everything down to even the tiniest details. as its outstanding technical profile 
reveals, and as you would expect from a Leica, the Leica c is much more than an impressively 
stylish and compact fashion statement. it really delivers.

ELEGANT DESIGN in  
two uniquely stylish color 
schemes 

The expectations brought to mind as you first glance at this elegant camera are soon experienced 
at the first touch as well – the Leica c is simply love at first sight for both the eye and the hand. 
For shopping trips, at gala dinners, or in the coolest clubs – no stylish occasion can be complete 
without a Leica c. Both color options, light gold and dark red, showcase the simple elegance and 
formal clarity of the slim and stylish Leica c in equal measure – it lies sleekly and lightly in the 
hand. it’s a must for every occasion, embodying the very essence of the sophisticated lifestyle.

INTEGRATED WI-FI AND 
NFC share your images with 
wireless transfer of stills and 
videos

The Leica c is the first Leica to feature an integrated Wi-Fi module. Still pictures and videos can 
be transferred to smartphones and tablet Pcs via WLaN without any cables. The first easy step 
is to download the free “Leica c image Shuttle” app and install it on a compatible iOS or android 
device. Then, all the user needs to do is set up the WLaN link, and data transfer can begin. anoth-
er highlight is that WLaN and the app enable remote control of the Leica c from a smartphone or 
tablet Pc, including practical features like a remote release. The Leica c also features an integrat-
ed NFc (Near Field communication) module. This allows the camera to wirelessly exchange data 
with a nearby NFc-compatible smartphone to establish a Wi-Fi link.
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FULL- HD VIDEO providing a 
host of creative opportunities

The Leica c also reveals its true character when shooting movies. it records video with fantastic 
resolution of even the finest details in full-HD quality. The photographer is always in complete 
control of recording thanks to a large monitor screen and an electronic viewfinder that is particu-
larly effective when shooting in bright light. a selection of creative modes offers numerous op-
tions for the realization of creative ideas even after the recording has been made. creative post-
processing of both still pictures and video is possible in the camera and with the professional 
adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom® software that comes with it.

STYLISH AND FUNCTIONAL 
ACCESSORIES perfect for 
every look and occasion

The innovative and elegant accessories created especially for the Leica c open up an entirely new 
chapter in the history of camera accessories. The collection includes bags and cases, the c-Snap, 
and hand straps – each item a uniquely eye-catching fashion statement in itself. innovative de-
signs, exciting styles, and exclusive materials transform these practical accessories into true 
fashion and lifestyle statements – absolute must-haves to complement casual or elegant evening 
fashion. The accessories for the light gold and dark red versions of the Leica c have been de-
signed with fashion aficionados in mind and create a seamless fusion of the camera and its ac-
cessories with a perfect symbiosis of sophisticated design and practical protection.

accessories for the Leica c can be found in this catalog from page 28 onwards.
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 Leica COMPACT CAMERAS
Key features at a glance.

CAMERA LEICA D-LUX 6 i THe aLL-aROuND Leica FOR eVeRY DaY LEICA V-LUX 4 i THe VeRSaTiLe Leica FOR TRaVeLeRS LEICA C i THe uRBaN-LiFeSTYLe Leica

LeNS SPeeD The fastest lens in any Leica compact camera – ideal for available-
light photography (Leica Dc Vario-Summilux 4.7–17.7 mm f/1.4–2.3 
aSPH.).

Fast throughout the entire equivalent range of focal lengths, from a 
25 mm wide-angle to a 600 mm super-telephoto lens (Leica Dc Vario-
elmarit 4.5–108 mm f/2.8 aSPH.).

Fast lens for superior-quality pictures, even in low light (Leica Dc 
Vario-Summicron 6.0–42.8 mm f/2.0–5.9 aSPH.).

FOcaL LeNGTH  
(35 mm equivalent)

extreme wide-angle to moderate telephoto focal length for perfect 
portraits 24–90 mm (3.8 × zoom).

The enormous zoom range is ideal in every photographic situation – 
and there’s no need to change the lens 25–600 mm (24 × zoom).

Large zoom range of 28–200 mm (7.1 × zoom) in a very compact,  
stylish body.

iMaGe SeNSOR unusually large sensor for the compact class with an effective res-
olution of 10 MP. Large-area sensor with large individual pixels for  
minimum image noise.

Low-noise sensor with an effective resolution of 12 MP for high  
dynamic range and perfectly saturated, natural colors.

Newly developed, unusually large sensor for the compact class with 
an effective resolution of 12 MP for high-quality pictures. 

Wi-Fi – – Built-in wireless transfer of still pictures and video recordings to smart-
phones or tablet computers (with the “Leica c image Shuttle” app).

ViDeO Full-HD video recording for best-possible quality. Full-HD video for perfect movies – even with fast-moving subjects. Full-HD video quality for capturing unforgettable moments in true-to-
life detail.

cONTiNuOuS-SHOOTiNG 
MODe

up to 11 frames per second at full resolution. up to 12 frames per second at full resolution. up to 10 frames per second at full resolution.

iSO SeNSiTiViTY Best imaging results, even in poor light, thanks to settings up to  
iSO 12800.

extended sensitivity up to iSO 6400 for improved picture quality with 
minimum image noise.

Best imaging results, even in poor light, thanks to settings up to  
iSO 12800.

SeTTiNGS Wide range of manual settings as well as automatic mode for less  
experienced, entry-level users. Outstanding creative scope thanks to 
various in-camera editing options, both before and after exposure. 
Manual aperture ring for even greater creative freedom.

choice of automatic or manual exposure control: Program ae (P),  
aperture priority (a), shutter priority (S), manual exposure control (M), 
and numerous scene modes such as landscapes, sunsets, HDR, and 
many more. 

extensive range of manual settings and automatic mode for newcom-
ers to photography. Numerous in-camera options for exposure control 
and image processing before and after exposure. The aperture ring can 
be programmed with various personalized settings for greater creative 
freedom.

VieWFiNDeR Optional accessories: eVF with high 1.4 MP resolution for crisp,  
detailed viewing and high-precision focus assessment. 

integrated, high-resolution eVF with 1.3 MP for perfect assessment of 
composition and exposure parameters.

integrated eVF for use in bright conditions.

MONiTOR High-resolution 3" LcD screen – excellent viewing performance, even 
in bright sunshine.

High-resolution, swivel-mounted 3" LcD screen – excellent viewing 
performance, even in bright sunshine. 

High-resolution 3" LcD screen – excellent viewing performance, even 
in bright sunshine.

DiMeNSiONS 
(W × H × D, weight)

4.35 × 2.64 ×1.84 in., 10.44 oz. 4.93 × 3.41 × 4.34 in., 20.8 oz. 4.02 × 2.44 ×1.10 in., 6.77 oz.

SOFTWaRe adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom® for professional image processing. adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom® for professional image processing. adobe® Photoshop® Lightroom® for professional image processing. 

MiSceLLaNeOuS integrated accessory shoe for flash units and eVF gives the camera  
a system character.

integrated accessory shoe for optionally available flash unit. available in two stylish colors: light gold and dark red. an extensive 
choice of color-matched and equally stylish accessories is available 
for both color versions.
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 Leica D-Lux 6 i V-Lux 4 
 ACCESSORIES
 convenience plus protection.
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01 PROTECTOR D-LUX 6  
 
This high-quality protector is made of untreated natural leather in cognac 
brown with contrasting lighter stitching. It provides optimum protection 
for the body of the D-Lux 6 in all photographic situations, and thanks to 
its distinctive molded grip element on the front, it offers enhanced er-
gonomic camera handling. 

02 LEATHER CASE D-LUX 6  
 
classic design, elegance, and practicality. This high-quality case in co-
gnac brown leather with contrasting lighter stitching provides reliable 
protection when carrying the D-Lux 6. The case comes with a matching 
shoulder strap in brown leather. The strap allows photographers to carry 
the case over the shoulder and keep both hands free when not taking 
pictures.

03 SOfT POUCH D-LUX 6  
 
Small, black, and elegant, this attractive pouch with its innovative wrap-
around design is a real favorite. Made of soft and supple lambskin, the 
pouch offers enough space for a smartphone, tissues, and theater tickets 

along with the D-Lux 6. Its timeless and elegant style makes it an ideal 
complement to every outfit and is a discreetly trendy fashion statement. 

04 SYSTEM BAG D-LUX 6 I V-LUX 4 
 
This attractively designed system bag is a great all-rounder. It offers 
plenty of stowage space and provides optimum protection for the cam-
era when traveling. The bag is ideal for carrying a Leica D-Lux 6 or Leica 
V-Lux 4 together with a range of equipment and accessories. The bag’s 
rugged and resilient material is also used in the automobile industry  
for the soft tops of convertibles and is therefore extremely durable and 
waterproof. 

05 CARRYING STRAP D-LUX 6 (not illustrated) 
 
The perfect match. The design of this practical strap harmonizes perfect-
ly with the style of the protector and leather case for the Leica D-Lux 6. 
Also made of brown leather with contrasting stitching, it allows the 
ca  mera to be carried comfortably either over the shoulder or around the 
neck and guarantees that the Leica D-Lux 6 is ready to shoot in seconds.
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 Leica c ACCESSORIES
 Perfect and practical.

06 C-CLUTCH 
 
It’s the first camera protection accessory from Leica that is much more 
than a camera case. The Leica c-clutch is an absolute must for fashion 
aficionados. The eye-catching design of this clutch bag makes it look 
simply wonderful with everything from a casual outfit to evening wear 
and transforms the elegance of high fashion into an expression of pure 
style. This creation in light gold or dark red premium Alcantara with a 
sandblasted metal closer offers two separate compartments with ample 
space for a Leica c, a smartphone, and a small change purse – every-
thing a 21st century woman needs. The Alcantara carrying strap under-
scores the bag’s refined looks and keeps both hands free for capturing 
wonderful moments with the Leica c. 

07 C-TWIST  
 
The Leica c-Twist boasts a completely new design for a camera case, 
and has the potential of becoming a new style icon. It is attached to the 
tripod thread on the base of the Leica c and simply wraps around the 
camera and is elegantly secured with a magnetic clasp. The two c-Twist 
color options match perfectly with both lacquered finishes of the Leica c. 

Made of premium Alcantara and sandblasted metal, the c-Twist is truly 
eye-catching, whether wrapped around the camera or open. 

08 C-HAND STRAPS  
 
The c-Hand straps are completely en vogue with the Leica c and its el-
egant accessories. Their colors, materials, and style harmonize perfectly 
and fulfill even the most discriminating demands with regard to looks 
and feel. The hand straps are made of wonderfully soft premium Alcan-
tara in light gold and dark red and are exceptionally comfortable. A spe-
cial touch – letting a hand strap attached to a Leica c hang outside the 
c-clutch makes it a casual carrying strap for the fashionable bag. 
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09 C-SNAP 
 
The unique style of the Leica c-Snap always draws admiring glances. 
easy to open and close, this unusual and specially designed accessory 
for the Leica c has a distinctive and individual look of its very own. In 
light gold and dark red, the color options go perfectly with the elegant 
color configuration of the Leica c. Plus the mixture of rigid plastic and 
elastic silicone rubber provides the best protection for the Leica c against 
inadvertent scuffs and scratches. The Leica c-Snap will be on sale as of 
December 2013.

10 C-POUCH 
 
A small bag with great looks – the Leica c-Pouch features a cleverly de-
signed but easy-to-use wrap-around concept. This stylish and elegant 
black leather bag is absolutely perfect for any outfit or occasion. It offers 

enough space for a smartphone and keys along with the Leica c. This 
little black bag in soft and supple lambskin has real potential to become 
the “it” bag of the fashion scene. 

11 C-CASE  
 
This elegant black leather case with light-colored contrasting stitching 
is lined with gray velvet and effectively protects the Leica c against 
inadvertent light knocks, scuffing, and scratches. Thanks to its mag-
netic clasp, the case is easy to open and close and ensures that the 
Leica c is always ready for action. The case comes with a matching black 
leath er carrying strap with light contrasting stitching. 
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 Leica cOMPacT caMeRaS 
 EQUIPMENT
 all the bells and whistles.

01 CF 22 FLASH UNIT D-LUX 6 I V-LUX 4 
 
This accessory flash unit combines an extremely compact size with high 
performance. it’s designed especially for use with Leica compact cameras 
and offers photographers additional flash and fill-in flash options for both 
snapshots and painstakingly arranged compositions. Whenever needed, it 
can be swiftly and securely mounted on the accessory shoes of both the 
Leica D-Lux 6 and the Leica D-Lux 4. 

02 HANDGRIP D-LUX 6  
 
One-handed shooting can be the best option in some situations, and that 
is precisely why we offer an accessory handgrip for the Leica D-Lux 6. The 
handgrip is attached to the base of the camera and provides improved grip 
and extra comfort for one-handed shooting. 

03 EVF 3 D-LUX 6  
 
The 1.4 MP resolution of the Leica eVF 3 electronic accessory viewfinder 
delivers a bright, clear, and unbelievably sharp viewfinder image. Thanks 
to Live View, photographers can view their subjects through the lens, and 
assess the composition and precise focus at any time – even in bright light. 

The viewfinder also offers diopter compensation that can be individually 
adjusted to match the photographer’s eyesight. The accessory shoe on the 
top of the camera offers an optimum mount for the viewfinder and makes 
it the perfect accessory for creative photography with the Leica D-Lux 6.

04 REPLACEMENT BATTERIES (not illustrated)  
 
it is always a good idea to take along a backup battery for the day to en-
sure that the joy of photography lasts longer.

05 MINI HDMI CABLE (not illustrated)  

 
The mini HDMi cable allows the Leica D-Lux 6, V-Lux 4, and Leica c to be 
directly connected to a TV with an HDMi interface to view still pictures and 
video recordings in the best possible quality.
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Product Leica D-Lux 6 Leica V-Lux 4 Leica C

CAMERAS black/ 
glossy black/silver

light gold/dark red

Order no. (e-version) 18 460/18 114 18 190 18 484/18 488

Order no. (u-version) 18 461/18 115 18 191 18 485/18 489

Order no. (TK-version) 18 462/18 119 18 192 18 486/18 490

Order no. (cN-version) 18 487/18 491

ACCESSORIES

01 PROTECTOR

Order no. 18 730 Brown  x  

02 LEATHER CASE

Order no. 18 727 Brown  x  

03 SOFT POUCH

Order no. 18 732 Black  x  

04 SYSTEM BAG

Order no. 18 746 Black  x x 

05 CARRYING STRAP

Order no. 18 747 Brown  x  

06 C-CLUTCH

Order no. 18 788 clutch bag, light gold    x

Order no. 18 789 clutch bag, dark red    x

07 C-TWIST

Order no. 18 784 Wrap-around case, light gold    x

Order no. 18 785 Wrap-around case, dark red    x

08 C-HAND STRAPS

Order no. 18 792 Light gold    x

Order no. 18 793 Dark red    x

09 C-SNAP

Order no. 18 786 Snap case, light gold    x

Order no. 18 787 Snap case, dark red    x

10 C-POUCH

Order no. 18 791 Leather pouch, black    x

11 C-CASE

Order no. 18 790 Leather case, black    x

EQUIPMENT

01 CF 22 FLASH UNIT

Order no. 18 694  x x 

02 HANDGRIP

Order no. 18 733 Black  x  

03 EVF 3

Order no. 18 734 1.4 MP, 90° swivel function  x  

04 REPLACEMENT BATTERIES

Order no. 18 719 BP-Dc 10-e  x  

Order no. 18 720 BP-Dc 10-u  x  

Order no. 18 728 BP-Dc 12-e   x 

Order no. 18 729 BP-Dc 12-u   x 

Order no. 18 535 BP-Dc 14-e    x

Order no. 18 536 BP-Dc 14-u    x

05 MINI HDMI CABLE

Order no. 14 491  x x x


